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 Underline the prepositional phrase in each sentence and identify its parts.

Example: The apple pie on the kitchen counter is mine.

a)

b) the kitchen counter

The preposition is on .

The object of the preposition is .

Prepositional Phrases
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a) .The preposition is

b) .The object of the preposition is

1) The !sh with a striped head is the most exotic.

The cat on the fence is Linda’s pet. 4)

The preposition isa)

The object of the preposition isb)

6)

The preposition isa)

The object of the preposition isb)

The jacket without a hood is yours.

3)

The preposition isa)

The object of the preposition isb)

Harold has a camera with top-notch features.

.

The library near my house has many books.2)

The preposition isa)

The object of the preposition isb)

5)

The preposition isa)

The object of the preposition isb)

The butter"ies with colorful wings are drinking nectar.
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Name : Answer key

 Underline the prepositional phrase in each sentence and identify its parts.

Example: The apple pie on the kitchen counter is mine.

a)

b) the kitchen counter

The preposition is on .

The object of the preposition is .

Prepositional Phrases
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a) .The preposition is with

b) .The object of the preposition is a striped head

1) The !sh with a striped head is the most exotic.

The cat on the fence is Linda’s pet. 4)

The preposition isa) on

The object of the preposition isb) the fence

6)

The preposition isa) without

The object of the preposition isb) a hood

The jacket without a hood is yours.

3)

The preposition isa) with

The object of the preposition isb) top-notch features

Harold has a camera with top-notch features.

.

The library near my house has many books.2)

my house

The preposition isa) near

The object of the preposition isb)

5)

The preposition isa) with

The object of the preposition isb) colourful wings

The butter"ies with colorful wings are drinking nectar.
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